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Lost Hollow Anchor
A “moving, astounding, and totally unsettling” (Caroline Leavitt, New York Times
bestselling author) literary debut following two patients in recovery after an experimental
memory drug warps their lives. Lucien moves to Los Angeles to be with his grandmother as
she undergoes an experimental treatment for Alzheimer’s using the new drug, Memoroxin.
An emerging photographer, he’s also running from the sudden death of his mother, a well-
known artist whose legacy haunts him. Sophie has just landed the lead in the upcoming
performance of La Sylphide with the Los Angeles Ballet Company. She still waitresses at
the Chateau Marmont during her off hours, witnessing the recreational use of
Memoroxin—or Mem—among the Hollywood elite. When Lucien and Sophie meet at The
Center, founded by an ambitious yet conflicted doctor to treat patients who’ve abused
Mem, they have no memory of how they got there—or why they feel so inexplicably drawn to
each other. Is it attraction, or something they cannot remember from “before”?
“Contemplative and wonderfully evocative, finishing The Shimmering State is like waking
from a dream, where you reenter the world with fresh eyes and wonder at the frailty of your
own memories” (Jessica Chiarella, author of The Lost Girls).
Sight and Sound Faber & Faber
Who is the Spiritual Wanderer? He's an ordinary person like you and me. When he
crawls out of bed each morning, he needs to find a cup of frozen coffee before he
can contemplate searching for spiritual answers in the cosmos. As his day unfolds,
Rodney Curtis looks everywhere for meaning and hope-and always for humor. He
wanders through the lives of people around him, through the streets with his
beloved dogs and even searches for spiritual guidance in the lights high above us,
although that winking glow up there sometimes turns out to be a streetlight. In
these 40 short adventures with the Wanderer, you'll likely find yourself standing
very close to your own home.
Moon Knight Vol. 1 Sourcebooks, Inc.
Booklist Top of the List Reference Source The heir and successor to Eric Partridge's brilliant magnum opus,
The Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English, this two-volume New Partridge Dictionary of Slang
and Unconventional English is the definitive record of post WWII slang. Containing over 60,000 entries, this
new edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional English of the English-
speaking world since 1945, and through the first decade of the new millennium, with the same thorough,
intense, and lively scholarship that characterized Partridge's own work. Unique, exciting and, at times,
hilariously shocking, key features include: unprecedented coverage of World English, with equal prominence
given to American and British English slang, and entries included from Australia, New Zealand, Canada,
India, South Africa, Ireland, and the Caribbean emphasis on post-World War II slang and unconventional
English published sources given for each entry, often including an early or significant example of the term’s
use in print. hundreds of thousands of citations from popular literature, newspapers, magazines, movies, and
songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword in the tradition of Partridge,
commentary on the term’s origins and meaning New to this edition: A new preface noting slang trends of
the last five years Over 1,000 new entries from the US, UK and Australia New terms from the language of
social networking Many entries now revised to include new dating, new citations from written sources and
new glosses The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English is a spectacular resource
infused with humour and learning – it’s rude, it’s delightful, and it’s a prize for anyone with a love of
language.
The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
Thomas Nelson
“Cows from Outer Space.” “Why I Ate My Husband.” “Jesus Returns,
and the Christians Think He’s Nuts.” These and other pieces of
unintentional genius from the demented mind of Richard Scott

complete this collection of hilarious short stories and idiotic
comedy bits. Scott’s comedy ranges from the highbrow “Toilet
Humour” to the historical docu-drama, “I Heard the President Fart.”
From the absurd “Toast Hunters of the Amazon,” to the surreal “My
Father the Android,” to the farcical “Dances Like Jew,” to the
ridiculous “The Adventures of Superman’s Pants,” I’m an Idiot,
You’re an Idiot is guaranteed to make readers laugh like the idiots
we all are. Read what the critics say! “It’s not the worst thing
I’ve read.”—Rachel Scott, mother “Needs more pictures to
color.”—George W. Bush “LOL!! :-))))) WHAT ARE YOU WEARING?”—random
Internet blogger “Did he spell his name right?”—Arthur Scott,
father “Hey, buddy, I don’t take personal checks.”—Mistress Dominix
The Big Lebowski Thomas Nelson
The Big Lebowski begins with a case of mistaken identity which escalates when Jeffrey Lebowski -
alias The Dude - attempts to seek recompense for the despoilation of his ratty-ass little rug, and
then finds himself entangled in a kidnapping caper as a bagman - a situation that goes from bad to
worse due to the interference of his hapless bowling partners. In The Big Lebowski the Coen
brothers have taken on the preoccupations of Raymond Chandler, but have given them a
postmodern spin, while at the same time leaving Philip Marlowe's ethos intact as The Dude
wanders thorugh the fractured world of nineties LA trying to do the right thing. Like the award-
winning Fargo, The Big Lebowski is suffused with a droll humour and a verbal felicity that is as
delightful as it is startling.
I'm An Idiot, You're An Idiot Simon and Schuster
From New York Times bestselling author Andy Andrews comes the return of one of our favorite
characters: Jones, the Noticer, whose wise stories have comforted and guided millions of readers.
In this third volume of The Noticer series, navigate the hope that the impossible can come true.
At 3:29 a.m. on May 22, a telephone rings in Orange Beach, Alabama. Breaking the sleepy silence,
a hastily whispered message heralds the news that readers have been waiting on for seven years:
Jones is back in town. Apparently, however, he is also in jail. The old man is tight-lipped about
the circumstances surrounding his brief incarceration. After arriving to bail him out, Andy is
shocked to discover that his trusted friend has already opened an unusual business in one of the
resort town’s most high-profile shopping districts. As the town moves from spring to summer, a
practical joker is becoming bolder and more inventive with every prank that is pulled. Could
Jones be behind some of it? Why? What’s the truth about that four-hundred-pound table in his
store? And why does it look as if every person Jones meets has a secret they will reveal only to
him? Based on a remarkable true story, Just Jones beautifully blends fiction, allegory, and
inspiration. With rare insight, Andy and Jones take us on a journey that proves the importance of
perspective, the power of connection, and the ability we all have to make the impossible come
true. Standalone fictional novel based on true events Follows the character of Jones, a mysterious
elderly man with endless wisdom who appears precisely when needed most Part of the bestselling
Noticer series Book 1: The Noticer Book 2: The Noticer Returns Book 3: Just Jones
Uncle Janice Penguin
Louie Giglio helps you find encouragement, hope, and strength in the midst of any valley as you
reject the enemy voices of fear, rage, lust, insecurity, anxiety, despair, temptation, or defeat.
Scripture is clear: the Enemy is a liar who will stop at nothing to tempt you into poor decisions
and self-defeating mindsets, making you feel afraid, angry, anxious, or defeated. It is all too easy
for Satan to weasel his way into a seat at the table intended for only you and your King. But you
can fight back. Don't Give the Enemy a Seat at Your Table outlines the ways to overcome those
lies so you can find peace and security in any challenging circumstance or situation. With the
same bold, exciting approach to Scripture as employed in Goliath Must Fall and his other
previous works, pastor Louie Giglio examines Psalm 23 in fresh ways, highlighting verse 5: "You
prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies." You can find freedom from insecurity,
temptation, and defeat--if you allow Jesus, the Shepherd, to lead the battle for your mind and
heart. This spiritual warfare book for those who are leery of spiritual warfare books will resonate

with Louie's core Passion tribe as well as with Christians of all ages who want to live a triumphant
life in God.
The Shimmering State David Crumm Media Llc
The #1 New York Times bestselling classic frontier adventure novel that inspired two award-winning
films! Charles Portis has long been acclaimed as one of America’s foremost writers. True Grit, his most
famous novel, was first published in 1968, and became the basis for two movies, the 1969 classic starring
John Wayne and, in 2010, a new version starring Academy Award� winner Jeff Bridges and written and
directed by the Coen brothers. True Grit tells the story of Mattie Ross, who is just fourteen when the
coward Tom Chaney shoots her father down in Fort Smith, Arkansas, and robs him of his life, his horse,
and $150 in cash. Mattie leaves home to avenge her father’s blood. With one-eyed Rooster Cogburn,
the meanest available U.S. Marshal, by her side, Mattie pursues the killer into Indian Territory. True Grit
is eccentric, cool, straight, and unflinching, like Mattie herself. From a writer of true status, this is an
American classic through and through.
The Dude and the Zen Master National Geographic Books
A whip-smart fiction debut, Our Secret Life in the Movies riffs on classic and cult cinema. Inspired by films from
silent-era documentaries to music videos, the authors unfold a dual narrative about two boys growing up in the
1980s. Coming of age during the last days of the Cold War, these boys dream of space exploration and nuclear
winter, Reaganomics and Dungeons & Dragons, Blade Runner and Red Dawn. Haunting, cinematic, and full of
life, Our Secret Life makes it clear that we are in the movies and the movies are in us.
Our Secret Life in the Movies Workman Publishing Company
First published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Knock Knock Macmillan
"Born the child of a poor farmer in Missouri, William Stoner is urged by his parents to study new
agriculture techniques at the state university. Digging instead into the texts of Milton and
Shakespeare, Stoner falls under the spell of the unexpected pleasures of English literature, and
decides to make it his life. Stoner is the story of that life"--
I'm a Lebowski, You're a Lebowski Xlibris Corporation
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital,
events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends.
Just Jones Independently Published
Celebrate the Dude with an abiding look at the philosophy behind The Big Lebowski Is the Dude
a bowling-loving stoner or a philosophical genius living the good life? Naturally, it's the latter, and
The Big Lebowski and Philosophy explains why. Enlisting the help of great thinkers like Plato and
Nietzsche, the book explores the movie's hidden philosophical layers, cultural reflection, and
political commentary. It also answers key questions, including: The Dude abides, but is abiding a
virtue? Is the Dude an Americanized version of the Taoist way of life? How does The Big
Lebowski illustrate the Just War Theory? How does bowling help Donny, Walter, and the Dude
oppose nihilism? Yes, the Dude is deep, and so is this book. Don't watch the movie—or go to
Lebowski Fest—without it. Explores many of The Big Lebowski's key themes, such as nihilism,
war and politics, money and materialism, idealism and morality, history, and more Gives you new
perspective on the movie's characters—the Dude, the Big Lebowski, Walter Sobchak, Donny,
Maude Lebowski, Bunny Lebowski, and others Helps you appreciate the Coen Brothers classic
even more with the insights of Aristotle, Epicurus, Kant, Derrida, and other philosophical
heavyweights
The Year's Work in Lebowski Studies Image Comics
The ultimate fans guide to the Coen Brothers cult classic "The Big Lebowski,"with a Foreword by
the Dude himself, Jeff Bridges.
OCD, The Dude, and Me Marvel Entertainment
Celebrate the Dude with an abiding look at the philosophy behind The Big Lebowski Is the Dude a
bowling-loving stoner or a philosophical genius living the good life? Naturally, it's the latter, and The Big
Lebowski and Philosophy explains why. Enlisting the help of great thinkers like Plato and Nietzsche, the
book explores the movie's hidden philosophical layers, cultural reflection, and political commentary. It
also answers key questions, including: The Dude abides, but is abiding a virtue? Is the Dude an
Americanized version of the Taoist way of life? How does The Big Lebowski illustrate the Just War
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Theory? How does bowling help Donny, Walter, and the Dude oppose nihilism? Yes, the Dude is deep,
and so is this book. Don't watch the movie—or go to Lebowski Fest—without it. Explores many of The
Big Lebowski's key themes, such as nihilism, war and politics, money and materialism, idealism and
morality, history, and more Gives you new perspective on the movie's characters—the Dude, the Big
Lebowski, Walter Sobchak, Donny, Maude Lebowski, Bunny Lebowski, and others Helps you appreciate
the Coen Brothers classic even more with the insights of Aristotle, Epicurus, Kant, Derrida, and other
philosophical heavyweights
Two Gentlemen of Lebowski John Wiley & Sons
A small mining community museum is burglarized. A man vanishes and is assumed murdered. Harley
Davidson hasn’t always made the right choices. She’s trying to turn that around. But when an ex-
boyfriend vanishes along with antiques from the local museum where she volunteers and fingers point to
her, Harley’s life spins out of control while she digs into the past to find clues to the mystery behind the
town—and perhaps, find the missing man.Old treasures never unearthed. Dark secrets undiscovered and
better left alone. An old mining town with a mysterious past and perhaps, a doomed future. And, of
course, a bit of romance.Harley’s not looking for romance. But while she’s discovering the dark
secrets of her town and trying to convince her grandpa she can be a part of his ragtag baseball team
dreaming of competing in the local Brandy Mountain Big Ball Tournament, she has a chance encounter
with not only her ex-boyfriend’s best friend, but a man who certainly isn’t her type, but shares her
love of the mystery in which she is unwillingly entangled.
Playtown New York Review of Books
Everyone's Crazy Here... In his twenty years on the radio, the mononymous Lionel ("one name, like God," as he
is fond of saying) has forged his reputation as an irreverent, ribald, take-no-prisoners analyst of culture, politics,
and the world at large. Now America's favorite contrarian takes to the page with this hilarious user's guide to our
country and culture. In Everyone's Crazy Except You and Me ... And I'm Not So Sure About You, Lionel offers a
collection of hilarious and insightful observations on life, liberty, and the pursuit of alien life forms. From the
sublime (Why do so many of us believe in God?) to the ridiculous (Why did he run over his sister's hair with the
vacuum cleaner?), Lionel takes his readers on a riotous ride through his world, and ours. A former prosecutor,
Lionel examines our greatest national oxymoron--criminal justice. He hates hate crimes, and argues against drug
criminalization and the Son of Sam laws. He's also an indefatigable defender of the First Amendment who
nevertheless believes that men shouldn't drink mojitos or wear socks with sandals. And lest you think he just picks
on the Right, rest assured that Lionel has plenty to say about Lefties, Centrists, and even barristas. No subject is off
limits here. No group is immune--not conservatives, not women, and especially not American Homo sapiens.
Consider these imponderables: Why today's acrobatic professional wrestler is inferior to the beer-bellied hulk of
the sixties Why Hazmat suits are worn more than once, but not wedding gowns Why women can't tell jokes Why
you should never drink anything you can't spell An infectious, irresistible, and possibly persuasive book that is
bound to entertain and inform, Everyone's Crazy Except You and Me ... And I'm Not So Sure About You is the
perfect read for anyone who questions the state of our national mental health. Void where prohibited by law.
What's Your Comedy Legacy: (i Repeat Myself When I'm Cornfuzed) Taylor & Francis
We do not know the day or how the end will come. Elis Tears is the fi rst of three in an adventure playing
out what the world might look like after the end arrives. Such characters from very different walks of life,
fi nd themselves walking together to survive. Kris-crossing themes of love, friendship, companionship
and family weave throughout their adventure. Even with loss and separation, Miller reminds us through
sometimes hilarious dialogue that we are never alone. We can always fi nd someone to share our disasters
and our victories. Just like we never know when or how our own end will come, we also dont know how
or who our friends will turn out to be.
True Grit Simon and Schuster
Every morning, I play a game with my father.He goes knock knock on my doorand I pretend to be
asleeptill he gets right next to the bed.And my papa, he tells me, "I love you." But what happens when,
one day, that "knock knock" doesn't come? This powerful and inspiring book shows the love that an
absent parent can leave behind, and the strength that children find in themselves as they grow up and
follow their dreams.
Bitch Planet Volume 2: President Bitch Hachette Books
Why do some people make so much noise when having sex? I once caught myself moaning to a Donna Summer
song and then promptly stopped: I was jerking off in my Ice Castle in the middle of winter SEX ADDICTION =
Left my dignity behind long ago. Now I live for loads. On All fours. All day. Every day.Welcome to Mental
Retardation Land (No Offense Taken): everybody's mentally retarded to some degree or other as there are things
that simply should not be attempted by anybody unless that is their DREAM!!!Mavericks' Fuck 'N Suck, how
may I help you?Koala Bear = that's the name of my girlfriend. I know, I know. She looks like a Koala Bear and she
loves bear back sex.Baby Changing Station: something that I avoid as I don't have any babies1-800-4-A-
POTTY1-800-4-BLOWBo GreatBlow Job = anybody like sucking on big things tonight?Kitty Kats = anybody
like scarring kitty kats?Oprah Winfrey = HARPO Productions = for a while I thought Oprah was going to turn
into a whale. Then she was in the media AGAIN running to lose that weight. You know when you have a lot of
money you can afford to eat where you like and what you like and that's what makes you get FATTER.Roseanne
Barre = LOUD MOUTHTom Arnold = Reminds me of a pigSylvester the Cat: he's always getting into trouble w/
grandma catching him trying to eat Tweedy BirdTweedy Bird: he's such a big yellow bird with a big yellow head.
What's up with that THE Portland Police Department: the reason they have such a tough job to do is because
they're having to deal with the same situations over and over and over AGAIN!
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